The chemical processes occurring at the interface between two immiscible liquids are recognized to play important roles in many fields, including separation chemistry 1 and molecule recognition chemistry. 2 Consequently, various analytical techniques have been applied to reveal the chemical and physical characteristics of liquid/liquid interfaces. In particular, time-resolved total internal reflection (TIR) fluorescence spectroscopy 3 and second harmonic generation (SHG) spectroscopy [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] have been used to obtain molecular level information on these interfaces. Of these two spectroscopies, SHG is more advantageous because of its inherent sensitivity toward molecules at liquid/liquid interfaces. 12 SHG is based on second-order nonlinear optical process through which fundamental light with a frequency of ω undergoes conversion into light with a frequency of 2ω. 12,13 Since the second-order nonlinear process is forbidden for a medium with inversion symmetry under the electric dipole approximation, adsorbed molecules at liquid/liquid interfaces can be analyzed by SHG spectroscopy without interferences from molecules in a bulk medium. On the basis of this advantage, SHG spectroscopy has been applied for molecules adsorbed at liquid/liquid interfaces to elucidate the orientation, 4,5 chemical equilibria, 6 molecular ordering, 7 and molecular association.
Introduction
The chemical processes occurring at the interface between two immiscible liquids are recognized to play important roles in many fields, including separation chemistry 1 and molecule recognition chemistry. 2 Consequently, various analytical techniques have been applied to reveal the chemical and physical characteristics of liquid/liquid interfaces. In particular, time-resolved total internal reflection (TIR) fluorescence spectroscopy 3 and second harmonic generation (SHG) spectroscopy [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] have been used to obtain molecular level information on these interfaces. Of these two spectroscopies, SHG is more advantageous because of its inherent sensitivity toward molecules at liquid/liquid interfaces. 12 SHG is based on second-order nonlinear optical process through which fundamental light with a frequency of ω undergoes conversion into light with a frequency of 2ω. 12, 13 Since the second-order nonlinear process is forbidden for a medium with inversion symmetry under the electric dipole approximation, adsorbed molecules at liquid/liquid interfaces can be analyzed by SHG spectroscopy without interferences from molecules in a bulk medium. On the basis of this advantage, SHG spectroscopy has been applied for molecules adsorbed at liquid/liquid interfaces to elucidate the orientation, 4,5 chemical equilibria, 6 molecular ordering, 7 and molecular association. 8, 9 Recently, solvatochromic dyes have been used as probe molecules to examine the physical properties of liquid/liquid interfaces by time-resolved TIR fluorescence 14 and SHG 10, 11 spectroscopies. The probe molecules often consist of an anionic head group and a chromophore that shows solvatochromism. 11, 14 The distance between the anionic head group and the chromophore is adjusted by an alkyl spacer with a suitable length, and the probe molecule serves as a surfactant. It has been reported that the solvations of a solvatochromic dye at the liquid/liquid interface depend on the distance between the head group and the solvatochromic chromophore. 11, 14 The interfacial polarity at liquid/liquid interfaces has also been discussed from SHG spectroscopic measurements utilizing solvatochromic dyes as probe molecules. 10, 11 Thus, the characterization of surfactant molecules adsorbed at interfaces can offer deeper understanding of probe molecules adsorbed at liquid/liquid interfaces. In particular, the conformation of surfactant molecules at liquid/liquid interfaces can be clarified to illustrate the structure of the probe molecules located there.
In the present study, lauric acid (LA) is used as a surfactant and its adsorption behavior at the heptane/water interface is discussed based on the results obtained by interfacial tensiometry and SHG spectroscopy. The dynamic adsorption process of LA and the adsorption equilibrium are obtained by interfacial tensiometry. The SHG responses from LA adsorbed at the interface are analyzed by considering the interfacial concentration, molecular orientation, and surface electric field generated by the anionic LA layer. These findings confirm that LA molecules are well ordered at the interface, and that the molecular orientation of LA is invariant during the adsorption process.
Experimental

Materials
LA and heptane were purchased from Wako Chemicals and were used as received. Water was distilled twice and purified with a Millipore Milli-Q system. LA was dissolved in 0.1 M NaOH aqueous solution. 
Dynamic interfacial tension measurements
The dynamic interfacial tension at the heptane/water interface, γ (t) (mN m -1 ), was measured by a dynamic drop volume method. The experimental apparatus for the dynamic interfacial tension was described previously.
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In brief, an aqueous solution containing LA was delivered to the heptane phase as a series of droplets through a glass capillary using a syringe pump. The dynamic interfacial tension was measured by varying the introduction interval over a time range from a few seconds to a few minutes.
SHG measurements
The second harmonic (SH) output of a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser (EXPLA Model PL2143B) with 30 ps pulse duration at a repetition rate of 10 Hz was used as the fundamental light (power = 1.4 mJ/cm 2 ). The polarization of the fundamental light was controlled using a Fresnel Rhomb. The fundamental light was incident on the heptane/water interface through a quartz prism under the total reflection condition (incident angle = 74.3˚). The SH light generated from the interface was passed through an analyzer and sent to a detection system. The extraneous fundamental light was eliminated by a combination of short-pass filters and a monochromator. The SH light and the fundamental light were simultaneously detected using two photomultiplier tubes (Hamamatsu Models R928 and R166) and a digital storage oscilloscope (Tektronix Model TDS524A). The intensity of SH light was divided by the square of the fundamental intensity to compensate for any intensity fluctuation of the laser power. The p-polarization was defined as 0˚ (parallel) with respect to the incident plane, s-polarization was 90˚ (perpendicular), and 45-polarization was 45˚.
Results and Discussion
Dynamic interfacial tension
The dynamic interfacial tension profiles at the heptane/water interface are shown in Fig. 1 . When the diffusion of LA is the rate-determining step for the interfacial adsorption of LA, the dynamic interfacial tension γ (t), which is a function of time t, is expressed by the following equation: 16 (1)
where γe, R, T, Γe, [LA]aq, and D are the equilibrium interfacial tension (mN m -1 ), gas constant, absolute temperature, equilibrium interfacial concentration, concentration of LA in the bulk aqueous phase, and the diffusion coefficient of LA in the aqueous phase (m 2 s -1 ), respectively. As shown in Fig. 1 , γ (t) is linearly dependent on t 1/2 for every bulk concentration of LA, and all plots in Fig. 1 are well fitted by Eq. (1). Thus, the adsorption kinetics of LA is concluded to be diffusioncontrolled and the equilibrium interfacial tensions can be estimated from the fitting results. Figure 2 shows the Gibbs adsorption isotherm for LA at the heptane/water interface; it is a plot of γe against the logarithm of the bulk concentration of LA. The curve can be well fitted by the following Szyszkowski equation: 17
where γ0 is the interfacial tension without LA in the aqueous phase, Γsat is the saturated interfacial concentration, and Kad is the adsorption constant. The adsorption parameters of LA can be estimated from the fitting results, and Γsat and Kad are 2.3 ± 0.1 × 10 -10 mol cm -2 and 7.1 ± 1.4 × 10 4 M -1 , respectively. From the estimated value of Γsat, the occupied area of a single LA molecule in the monolayer (A min ) is calculated to be 85 Å 2 .
SHG response
The square root of the SH intensity (I(2ω)) is expressed as follows: 18 
∝ χint
(2) + χads
where χint (2) and χads (2) are the second-order susceptibility components that originate in the heptane/water interface and in the adsorbed LA molecules, respectively.
Since the wavelengths of both fundamental light and SH light are far from the electronic absorption bands of heptane, water, and LA under the present experimental conditions, the phase difference between χint (2) and χads (2) can be considered to be negligibly small, and the term related to the phase difference is ignored in Eq. (3). 18 The χads (2) term can be expressed by the following equation:
where Nad denotes the interfacial concentration of LA, β (2) is the molecular nonlinear polarizability and the brackets 〈 〉 denote an average over all molecular orientations. Assuming Langmuirtype adsorption, the square root of SH intensity can be 
(2) + 〈β
where N ad max and Kad are the saturated interfacial concentration and the adsorption constant, respectively.
Under the present experimental conditions, most of the LA molecules are deprotonated at the interface, and the deprotonated LA molecules form a charged layer there. This charged LA layer generates a static electric field. 19, 20 Previous nonlinear spectroscopic studies suggested that the surface electric field generated by a charged surfactant monolayer can orient the water molecules adjoining the interface and induce an ordered hydrogen-bonding network in the vicinity of the interface. 20 The alignment of the water molecules by the static electric field contributes to the SHG signal and this contribution can be expressed in terms of a third-order susceptibility χ . 19 Taking into account the contribution of χ (3) , the SH intensity can be expressed as
where ψ0 is the surface electric potential due to the static electric field generated by the charged LA layer. The Gouy-Chapman model has been used to relate ψ0 to the density of interfacial charged surfactant molecules as (7) where k, e, C, and A, are the Boltzmann constant, the elementary charge, the concentration of sodium cation (in M), and the occupied area per a single LA molecule in the layer (in Å 2 ), respectively. [19] [20] [21] In this equation, the phase difference between the second-and third-order nonlinear susceptibility components is assumed to be negligibly small. 19, 20 For the Langmuir type adsorption of LA, the occupied area per a single LA molecule (A) can be expressed by a Langmuir equation using the minimum value (A min ), and Eq. (7) can be re-written as
Thus, SHG data were analyzed using Eq. (8) Table 1 . In the fitting procedure by Eq. (8), A min is regarded as 85 Å 2 based on the saturated interfacial concentration; however, a value of 45 Å 2 was previously reported for LA at a heptane/water interface. 22 Although several values ranging from 45 to 85 Å 2 are substituted into Eq. (8) as A min , the adsorption constant obtained by the fitting is not significantly affected in the A min range examined. Thus, A min is set as 85 Å 2 . From the fitting of SHG responses with different combinations of light polarization conditions (Fig. 3) , the adsorption constant can be estimated (Table 1) , and the value is almost identical with the value obtained from the interfacial tension measurement irrespective of polarization combinations. This result suggests that the molecular orientation of LA at the interface is invariant during the adsorption process of LA. To ensure the invariance of the molecular orientation, the tilt angle of LA is calculated using values of 〈β 〉N ad max and Kads listed in Table 1 . The calculation is carried out according to a reported method, which dealt with the tilt angle of a surfactant molecule at the air/water interface. 18, 23 The tilt angle is defined as the polar angle between the surface normal and a major single element of the molecular nonlinear polarizability of LA, which is originated in the carboxylate group in a LA molecule. 18, 23 Figure 4 shows the dependence of the calculated tilt angle on the bulk concentration of LA. It is immediately recognized that no significant change of the tilt angle occurs within the concentration range examined, and the average tilt angle is about 56˚. This result confirms that the orientation of the carboxylate group of LA is not affected by the interfacial concentration of LA, and 〈β
〉 can be regarded as being constant during the adsorption process of LA. Thus, the change in the interfacial concentration of LA is the main cause of the SHG response in Fig. 3 .
As shown in Table 1 , the adsorption constant derived from the SHG measurement agrees well with that from the interfacial tensiometry. In interfacial tensiometry, the adsorption isotherm is obtained by plotting the decrease of the interfacial tension, which is related to the surface excess of LA, as a function of the bulk concentration of LA. The adsorption constant can be estimated by fitting the adsorption isotherm to Eq. (2). The isotherm obtained from the SHG response also provides the adsorption constant, and the increase in the intensity of SH light represents the increase of the amount of ordered LA molecules at the interface with increasing bulk concentration of LA. Therefore, agreement of the adsorption constant values derived from both methods indicates that both the thermodynamical method, interfacial tensiometry, and the spectroscopical method, SHG, can provide almost the same information on the macroscopic adsorption behavior. The carboxylate groups of LA molecules at the heptane/water interface are concluded to be well ordered, considering the origin of the SHG response, which reflects the formation of the ordered layer of LA molecules at the interface.
Conclusion
Interfacial tensiometry measurements revealed that the adsorption kinetics of LA at the heptane/water interface was diffusion-controlled. From an analysis of the SHG response, it was concluded that the carboxylate groups of the interfacial LA molecules were well ordered, and the molecular orientation was invariant irrespective of the bulk concentration of LA. The interfacial tensiometry and SHG findings elucidated the interfacial phenomena, that is, the dynamic adsorption behavior of LA and the orientation of the carboxylate group in LA. It now remains to confirm the conformation of the alkyl chain of LA. The chain conformation of interfacial surfactant molecules can be analyzed by a vibrational spectrum utilizing sum frequency generation (SFG) spectroscopy. As reported in previous SFG studies on surfactant molecules at the water/tetrachloromethane interface, [24] [25] [26] [27] there is a possibility that the alkyl chain of LA at the heptane/water interface possesses gauche defects, and the fraction of the gauche defects depends on the interfacial concentration of LA, even though the carboxylate group of LA is well ordered. A further study using SFG spectroscopy will provide detailed information on the conformation of LA adsorbed at the heptane/water interface.
